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For over 45 years, the Castelle name has stood for 

handcrafted luxury furnishings, made in the Americas. 

From our intricate aluminum castings or extrusions 

to the multi-stage finishing; from the artisan applied 

antiquing to the all-weather cushions; our goal is to 

deliver incomparable handcrafted casual furnishings.

ABOUT CASTELLE®



Castelle handcrafted luxury furnishings will 

transform any outdoor environment to be enjoyed 

and appreciated for many years to come. Each of 

our furniture products are fully customizable across 

20 unique finishes and 100’s of fabric selections. We 

pride ourselves in the ability to transform aluminum 

into original looks and styles that truly make us one 

of a kind.

CUSTOMIZATION



From attractive mid-century modern 

designs to the traditional style of 

craftsmanship, explore Castelle’s 

latest product releases, Berkeley, 

Korda, and Largo.

NEW FOR 

2023



BERKELEY BERKELEY

With elegance and strength, the Castelle Berkeley 
Collection offers an attractive mid-century modern design 
handcrafted of durable cast and extruded aluminum. 
This collection features a breathtaking carved wood-look 
motif coupled with a detailed hand-painted powder coat 
finishing, that will easily complement any outdoor decor.

BERKELEY
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An ode to the freedom and relaxation of sailing, the 
Korda Collection combines a breezy silhouette with 
traditional styling. The collection’s visual centerpiece 
is an eye-catching hand-painted decorative cast 
aluminum back insert that simulates authentic 
nautical rope worthy of the high seas.

KORDA
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A harmonious fusion of cast aluminum and natural 
elements that gracefully elevates outdoor luxury. 
Every detail of this refined collection is thoughtfully 
crafted to evoke dignified style. The artistry of its 
tubular aluminum frame, striking angles and open 
silhouette reflects a sense of strength and calm. 
Largo’s textured woven aluminum accents—hand 
brushed to look like authentic weave—add character 
and warmth to its sleek architectural aesthetic.

LARGO
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Inspired by natural materials, all of our 

designs offer a sophisticated elegance 

whose durability equals its beauty.

POPULAR 
PICKS



The Barbados Collection effortlessly brings indoor style 
to the finest outdoor rooms with its modern cylindrical 
frame, contoured cast aluminum armrests, and stylish 
sling fabric back panel that can be customized to 
coordinate or contrast with the frame finish.

BARBADOS
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The Castelle Madrid Collection is designed to 
showcase the flavor and elegance of old world styling. 
As a collection that shines with vintage grace and 
handcrafted artistry, Madrid is truly a collection for all 
times and seasons. 

MADRID
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The Castelle Monterey Collection offers vintage styling 
and a luxury living focus. Providing simplicity of style, yet 
versatility of inspiration, the Castelle Monterey Collection 
delivers broad appeal and creates the perfect answer for 
luxury outdoor rooms everywhere.

MONTEREY
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Specifically designed to match our handcrafted 
collections, our unique fire tables will encourage you 
to linger over a casual meal or glass of fine wine. 
Choose from the exotic look of rattan, artful mosaics, 
rich woods, or other unique cast top designs.

NATURE’S WOOD 
FIRE PITS
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The elegance of clean lines, crisp angles and 
tailored seating come together in Castelle’s Park 
Place Collection. Taking modern design to luxury 
limits with a variety of seating designs, the Castelle 
Park Place Collection defines luxury outdoor living 
through enhanced comfort and engineered precision.

PARK PLACE
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Contemporary flair and a slender geometric design 
style are showcased in the Prism Collection from 
Castelle. Each piece offers the ultimate in comfort, 
a simplicity of style and contemporary elegance fit 
for any outdoor space.

PRISM
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True outdoor luxury is on display in the Castelle Roma 
Collection. Transitional inspiration and true luxury 
are skillfully joined in this bold, yet soothing, design. 
Gentle curves in tri-bar create a classy, yet open style.

ROMA
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The Castelle Saxton Collection mindfully merges bold 
design and refined elegance. Modern decadence is 
on full display with decorative detailing inspired by 
beautiful vintage mosaic tile patterns. Its crisp clean 
lines and striking angles create a purity of form that 
exudes exquisite luxury.

SAXTON
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The Castelle Trento Collection offers a fresh 
contemporary design that is as modern as it is 
memorable. The Castelle Trento Collection boasts 
simplicity of pure style within all options seating 
and lounging.

TRENTO
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Castelle’s Villa Bianca collection is handcrafted with 
classical features, flowing lines, an open profile and 
empire style legs. With precision artistry, the intricate 
cast aluminum details hold seamless beauty and 
timeless style.

VILLA BIANCA
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